
A Question from Luke Millar
Ian Fraser’s very interesting contributions on the subject of 
the Leeds Harrison wooden clock (FHS Newsletter 175, 
August 2009 and RFS Newsletter 52, Spring 2010) 
mention (in the FHS) research into the methods of cogging 
the wooden wheels. It will be apparent to all our readers 
that, whereas the cogs of a brass train wheel are cut into 
the wheel edge, this cannot be done for a wooden wheel, 
where short grain in at least half the cogs would cause 
them to snap off.

Some method had to be used, therefore, to make and 
mortise tiny cogs into the solid wooden wheel centre. A 
detailed description of the process of making wooden mill 
wheels is given by Walter Rose in his classic book The 
Village Carpenter (1937, re-published by EP, 1973). He 
describes the process of chopping out tapered mortices, 
and driving in tapered beechwood blocks, which were 
then shaped in situ to the desired lengths and profiles of 
the cogs. It seems very likely that Harrison would have 
used some such method, and one can easily think up a 
type of jig to accurately space and cut the miniature 
mortices, and so on.

I recently saw another interesting example of a large- 
scale joinery method applied to a piece of furniture, in this 
case, the double-hammer-head tenon, which was 
commonly used to join the two curved top rails of arched 
door frames at the apex. In this case, a miniature version 
was used to join the two halves of the arched top of an oak 
clock-hood door.

These examples serve to highlight the range and 
inventiveness of craftsmen who were styled joined or 
‘carpenter’, and whose market was far more diverse than 
the stereotypical view of ‘country’ craftsmen suggests. It 
would be good to hear of more examples from our 
members.

Luke Millar
Sadly, Luke died soon after he raised this interesting point; his 
obituary appears on the opposite page.

Ian’s explanation
The teeth do emerge radially, but rather than little 
mortices into the edge of the discs, which Luke is 
suggesting, and which by the way is how it is done in the 
wooden machinery of wind and watermills, there is a 
groove that is cut into the edge while still on the lathe. 
Into this groove pieces of oak are glued, carefully fitted 
so that the edges of the pieces butt up nicely to the 
adjacent piece. The teeth are cut from the wood that is 
projecting beyond the edge of the disc. For this some 
kind of marking and probably cutting jig must have been 
devised by the Harrisons, John and James. I had various 
components x-rayed, and you can see the inner 



construction from the x-ray of the great wheel.
Interestingly, Harrison used very slow growing oak for the 
mam body of the disc. The annual rings are close together, 
the oak is both very stable and light. For the teeth he used 
fast growing oak, heavier and stronger, providing strength 
where it is needed - an engineering approach to 
woodworking. A mass comparison between slow-grown 
and fast-grown oak revealed that the slow-grown is an 
amazing 27% less dense than the fast grown. It is 
interesting to speculate on whether or not the Harrison 
brothers worked on the wooden machinery of wind and 
watermills. Certainly there were a lot of windmills in 
Lincolnshire, and given James Harrison’s joinery work - 
church joinery and bell frames - it is a logical avenue to 
explore. Indeed, in his later years James Harrison lived in a 
watermill in Middle Rasen. More information about the 
Harrison clock can be found at the Leeds Museums and 
Galleries blog The Secret Lives of Objects.

Ian Fraser

Correction
In Newsletter 52 there was an article about John and 
James Harrison, and the precision pendulum-clock No. 2, 
1727, at Leeds Museums and Galleries. The pictures of the 
striking train, the back of the oak dial plate, and the clock 
in its entirety should have been credited to Jeff Darken.


